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IDEAL FOR ANY SECTOR, THE BEE-SHAPED SEED BOMB BAG

INCLUDES 10 SIMPLE-TO-GROW SEED BOMBS, EFFORTLESSLY

HIGHLIGHTING YOUR BUSINESS'S COMMITMENT TO

SUSTAINABILITY. BRANDED WITH A VIBRANT, DOUBLE-SIDED

SWING TAG, IT MERGES EASY GARDENING WITH IMPACTFUL,

ECO-FRIENDLY BRANDING.

MOQ
The minimum order quantity starts at 50
units, making it accessible for
campaigns of any size.

TAGLINE Promote & Pollinate

LISTING DESCRIPTION

Bee-Shaped Seed Bomb Bag with 10
Seed Bombs: Buzzing with Potential for
Environmental Groups and Pollinator-
Friendly Brands

PRODUCT DETAILS

Contents: Includes 10 van-shaped seed
bombs, ready to turn any space into a
thriving display of wildflowers, capable
of covering up to 30sqft – akin to the
footprint of 3 washing machines. Size:
Bag: 120mm x 150mm; Tag: 85mm x
55mm. Material: This bag is made from
a durable and eco-friendly mix of cotton,
polyester, and linen, designed for reuse
long after the bees have been planted.
It&#8217;s ideal for further eco-friendly
projects or everyday use. Swing Tag:
Comes with a swing tag printed on
400gsm silk card stock, offering a vivid,
full-colour canvas for your brand
message and logo, all while being
attached with an environmentally
responsible rPET tag featuring at least
90% post-consumer waste. Seeds:
Nestled within each bee-shaped bomb
is a variety of onsite-grown wildflower
seeds, chosen for their easy growth and
vibrant impact on local biodiversity.
Basil seeds are also available upon
request for those seeking a unique
touch, at an additional charge.
Overview: Choose our Bee-Shaped
Seed Bomb Bag for a promotional item
that combines effortless planting,
unforgettable impact, and eco-friendly
values. Simple to use, these seed
bombs make gardening accessible to
everyone, ensuring your brand is
remembered every time the wildflowers
bloom. Ideal for businesses aiming to
leave a lasting, positive impression, this
product is not just a gift but a statement
of sustainability.


